
WHOLE LOTTA LOVE Paris Love (pink gloves) and Gia Love
have been on LFC's radar for a long time,
with both women making appearances on
the Top 10 Prospects list. The recent move
of LFC's Booty Camp developmental
league from Topeka, KS to Orlando, FL
proved very beneficial for both Florida
based fighters and when it was time to
book LFC39: Goddess Among Us at
Secrets Hideaway in Kissimmee, FL there
was never any question Love vs Love
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would be on the card. See the fight
exclusively at www.LFCfights.com

VALENTINE VS INK
DEFINITELY NSFW

LFC39 was LFC's first event in Florida and
some fighters didn't take the humidity into
account when choosing their lingerie. Case
in point: Bella Ink decided to fight in
nothing but panties and pasties only to see
the pasties fall off. Always a trooper, Ink
fought on, not letting a little wardrobe
malfunction slow her down. And you can
bet no one in the audience minded one bit!
See the fight exclusively at
www.LFCfights.com



CLASH OF THE
TITANS

It's not everyday you get to book two of the
biggest names in your sport much less
book them to fight each other! But that was
the case in the semi-main event of LFC39
as AEW's Tracy Nyxx took on LFC's #1
contender Katie 'The Bombshell' Forbes.
For Nyxx it was her first introduction to
LFC while Forbes was looking to get one
step closer to a title shot. See the fight
exclusively at www.LFCfights.com



KISS OF DEATH? The LFC39 main event saw Bella
'Goddess of Chaos' Madisyn renew
hostilities with Sheena 'The Hungarian
Hurricane' Bathory for the new Secrets
Dream Doll title. The pair had fought twice
before, both times going to a judge's
decision and both times with Bathory
emerging as the victor. The Hungarian
bodybuilder and Power Slap League
champ seemed on her way to a third win
over her rival until a strange moment in the
third round when Madisyn grabbed
Bathory and gave her a very unwelcome
kiss. This seemed to distract Bathory and
sap her energy and Madisyn quickly
submitted her. Bathory's coach later
accused Madisyn of poisoning his fighter
but offered no proof so the victory stands.
Judge for yourself at www.LFCfights.com
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